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Can’t see the forest for the trees? In the spa at Italy’s
Grand Hotel Ambasciatori, that’s exactly how designer
Simone Micheli wants it.

SIMONE MICHELI
SIMONE MICHELI ARCHITECTURAL HERO

GUESTS ARE IMMERSED in the landscape on the top foor of the Grand Hotel

Ambasciatori in Chianciano, Italy. Trees are everywhere. Green tones evoke the
outdoors. So far, so much a typically serene spa.
But for Simone Micheli, head of his eponymous Milan-based architecture/
design studio, just copying what’s outside the windows of this Tuscan hotel was
too literal. So, he ditched the photos from the vision board and turned to an
impressionistic perspective.
Tat meant taking those organic forms and translating them through a
kaleidoscopic lens. “I wanted to give birth to a place completely integrated with
the surroundings but at the same time not completely realistic,” says Micheli.
Like a painter casting an eye over the landscape, he picked out those
elements that spoke to him, like the lacy rows of tree tops, and manipulated
materials; using the shape and texture of those organic forms to craft a spaceage rendition of a forest that straddles the line between natural and artifcial.
Rows of tree-flled planters were out. So were photorealistic murals.
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1 Gray floors ground
bright white walls.
Linear details in
spring green and a
door detailed with
watery aqua add
vibrant pops of color.
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Abstracting the design to just the
silhouette and rendering it in black edge
up the impact. Painting the “trees” onto
slick white walls throughout the space
gives the of-kilter look continuity.
Creating a consistent aesthetic of his
own was a must. Getting monovision
wasn’t. Micheli didn’t want to make a
melting pot out of his infuences.
“Contrasts and opposition stimulate
humans’ minds, keeping them active and
ready to seek out new and unexplored
perspectives, showing new possibilities
of living and feeling good,” he says. So,
Micheli wanted to juxtapose his artistic
version of nature against both the real
thing and unapologetically artifcial
surfaces and details.
Pairing the trees printed on one wall
with foor-to-ceiling windows on another
places the delicacy of the images against
the solidity of the bridges and buildings
outside. Recessed lights create an
arching pattern that might take cues
from the glow of sunsets and sunrises,
but has a decidedly manmade vernacular. In the entryway, bright white
lockers with punchy green numbering
look like furniture snatched from an
uber-cool urban ftness studio, rather
than an eco-chic paradise.
Framing the space with strong statements gave Micheli the chance to go
bold or go home. It also meant that he
had a fairly small toolkit with which to
make that statement. “Tat was perhaps
the biggest challenge I faced: to create
with just a few essential components all
the design narratives I wanted to
present,” he says.
Using design elements with an outsize
physical scale or visual impact—the walls
and the lighting—let him write large
enough to craft that tale legibly. Te only
shade on the walls beyond the monochrome forest is a vivid green. On an
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2 An oval table takes the
form of a leaf to its
geometric conclusion.
Metal supports offer a
harder texture.

3 The range of warm
and cool lighting
creates a dynamic
visual pathway through
the space. Taking out
unnecessary FF&E
keeps the focus clear.
4 Sleek arches and circles
contrast with the rectangle
of a treatment bed.
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accent wall, that translates to a tonal reminder of Micheli’s natural
vs. artifcial mandate. As a set of thin geometric lines weaving their
way across the trees, it’s an unexpected color hit that blasts through
the serenity of a typical spa environment with a dynamic energy.
Streamlining the illumination—bypassing elaborate fxtures
in favor of layered color schemes—carries the same concept
through into the ambience of the space. Recessed lighting in the
ceiling provides just-right light levels for guests to relax in the
pool area and fnd their way through corridor spaces. Next up?
Using backlighting and under lighting to turn task lighting into
art. Te alien blue glow behind a mirror obviates the need for a
painting to decorate the wall.
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And there’s something to be said for (a few) time-tested visual
tricks that give 2D design elements 3D impact. “I wanted to use
the lighting to create dimension,” says Micheli. Pale aqua lighting
in the pool looks like an organic extension of the waterfall
coming out of a horizontal opening in a side wall. Red, blue and
gold lighting in a treatment room overlap into a kaleidoscope of
saturated color values.
For the next generation of spas, wood and linen won’t be the
only materials palettes designers can play with. High drama has
just as much of a place as minimalism or Zen tranquility. Or
maybe, as here, it’s a case of giving all three a place in the same
project—or even the same treatment room. 
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31 ARTISTIC TILE
artistictile.com
Pieces of natural stone, marble and
antique mirror come together in
Constellation. The high-contrast waterjet
mosaic pattern mimics the pulsatingeffect of stars in the night sky and varies
by colorway. Shown in Blackout.

33 SUMMER CLASSICS

32 PORCELANOSA
porcelanosa-usa.com
A range of flexible natural stone
laminates, the Air Slate Selection can
be installed evenly on curved areas
ranging from washbasins to columns.
A thin layer of fiberglass is applied to
a micro-thin layer of natural stone to
create the covering. The range features
thinner models of the company’s
existing stone collections such as
Bombay, Delhi, Kathmandu and
Kashmir, as well as new groups: Metal,
Charcoal, Forest and Graphite (shown).

34 RH CONTRACT
rh.com/contract
Mortise-and-tenon joints link
sustainably harvested, Grade-A teak
planks in the Paros collection. Los
Angeles-based designer Ann Marie
Vering referenced 1950s modernism
to create the low-profile range. The
weathered finish version is accented
by stainless steel, while the natural
finish option is complemented by
brass details. The zippered seat and
back cushions come in a choice of
Perennials or Sunbrella fabrics.

CONTRACT

summerclassics.com/contract-sales
Moderna combines heavy-gauge
tubular aluminum and handwoven,
UV-resistant N-dura resin. The range,
including this chaise, is available in a
black resin/graphite or white finish.

35 JOHN BECK STEEL
johnbecksteel.com
The Long Buffet lamp
teams a handmade steel
cube base with a white
linen shade. The base
showcases the company’s
new hand-applied Smoke
finishing technique. 

